Rechargeable LED-candle with induction charging base:

3. Accessory (please order separately):
Item 8131 LED tea light candles: 4pcs/ pack

Item

8130
8131
8132.EU
8132.UK
8132.US

(12pcs/ set incl. charging base)
(4pcs/ pack LED candles)
(power supply with EU plug)
(power supply with UK plug)
(power supply with US plug)

Constant long lighting time with deceptively real flickering effect!
The new LED candles, in combination with the different fitting Zieher candle light holders,
make every table to a homelike place for romantic hours.
The power supplies which are available seperately, optionally with EU-, UK- or US-plug,
guarantee a worldwide operation of the LED set.
Each tea light candle is equipped with a yellow shining LED and by skilfully switching
between bright and dark, it achieves an deceptively real candle flickering effect.
The rechargeable power battery, which is integrated in the LED candle, assures a lighting
time of 20hours with a charging time of about 8-9 hours and a lifetime of more than 500
charging cycles (this equates about 10.000 operating hours).
The induction charging base, which is included in the set (8130), allows to charge up to 12
LED-candles at the same time.
Another plus is the integrated plug connection which allows to connect up to 4 charging
bases to one single power supply. This enables one to charge up to 48 LED-candles with
one electrical socket at the same time.
One set (8130) includes 12 LED candles and 1 induction charging base.
The respective power supply (8132.EU/ UK/ US) needs to be ordered separately.
Bring the romantic atmosphere of candles to your own table – via modern LED technology!

1. Package contents (8130):

-

4. Instructions for use:
Range of use:
The LED candles conform with customary tea lights in diameter (4cm)
and can be used in combination with every designated candle holder.
Due to the induction charging mechanism, the LED candles do not have any
electrical contacts which makes them perfect for outdoor use (please note that
they are water resistant, though not water-proof).
on/ off switch:
The on/ off switch on the bottom of the LED candle effects the power on/ off
by pushing once.
Induction charging base:
The induction charging base, which is included in the set, allows the charging
of up to 12LED candles at the same time. In order to do this, please connect
the charging base with the power supply ordered separately to the electrical
network and put the LED candles into the provided depressions.
A charge control LED on the top indicates if the charging process is still in
progress (LED is shining red) or completed (LED is shining green).
Power supply:
Please use the induction charging base with the power supplies
to be ordered separately (8132.EU/ UK/ US) only.
It is possible to connect up to 4 charging bases with one power
supply at the same time.
Please avoid any contact with water! This product is not water-resistant!

12x LED candle, yellow, CE-certified

5. Technical data:

1x induction-charging base with LED charge control and integrated plug connection
for power supply and further charging bases respectively, CE-certified

charging base: operating voltage 12V DC
power supply: input: 100-240V 50/60Hz
output: 12V 2000mA

2. power supplies (please order separately):
Made in China

-

8132.EU: power supply for induction charging base, with EU-plug,
CE and GS-TÜV certified, 100-240V, 50/60Hz, black, input lead 1,9m

-

8132.UK: power supply for induction charging base, with UK-plug,
CE certified, 100-240V, 50/60Hz, black, input lead 1,9m

For further product information please visit our homepage www.zieher.com or have a
look at our main catalogue!

-

8132.US: power supply for induction charging base, with US-plug,
UL certified, 100-240V, 50/60Hz, black, input lead 1,9m
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